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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  AHS 

Grade Level  11-12 

Week of  4/8/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

(Welding II/Metal Fabrication) 
Week at a Glance 

*This week’s lesson addresses the following learning standards: 
 
5.A. use knowledge of engineering drawings to complete an advanced project; 
5.B. evaluate projects using engineering drawing specifications. 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will:  identify the symbols and components contained in a blueprint and analyze varying 
methods and scales of measurement.  
I Will: watch and understand videos/presentations describing the varying aspects of blueprints and 
differing construction drawings. 
So That I Can: develop project sketches and blueprints to scale. 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed:  an internet device to log into iCEV 
 
Non-Digital Resources: 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

To identify blueprint components and symbols.   

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

1. Log in to your iCEV account at icevonline.com. 
2. Click on Welding Blueprints & Symbols lesson 
3. Go to the bottom of the page and under ‘Printable’, there is a vocab sheet and student notes 

for you to reference. 
4. Scroll back to the top and watch the videos/presentation slides 1-26 and take notes. 
5. After the videos are done, scroll back to the bottom and under “Activities” complete the 

‘Welding Blueprints’ activity and the ‘Welding Blueprints-Components’ activity. 
 
 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 
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Your assignments will be recorded in iCEV once you submit them.  You do not need to transfer 
them over to the google classroom.  Simply, upload a document stating you completed the iCEV 
assignments. 
 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Draw a weld symbol that you would see on a 3G weld test. 
 
 

 
 
 
 


